Estimation of item response model parameters and ability distribution parameters has been, and will remain, an important topic in the educational testing field. Much research has been dedicated to addressing this task. Some studies have focused on item parameter estimation when the latent ability was assumed to follow a normal distribution, whereas others have utilized nonparametric or semiparametric techniques to substitute the normal ability assumption. However, both approaches have their limitations. A normal ability assumption is not flexible enough to reflect possible deviations from symmetry, whereas the nonparametric and semiparametric techniques used to capture possible nonnormal features of the latent ability have difficulty in reaching satisfactory estimates for certain quantities of the ability distribution such as quantiles. Hence a continuous generalized skew normal (GSN) distribution was applied in this study to better capture the possible underlying asymmetric ability distribution. In addition, simultaneous estimation of both the item parameters and the distributional parameters was employed. The performance of the GSN was compared with the normal ability assumption in terms of item parameter and distributional parameter recoveries, based on a series of simulation studies. The results showed that (a) under the Rasch model, both the item parameter estimates and the distributional parameter estimates are robust to the misspecification of the ability distribution, and (b) under the two-parameter logistic model, although the distributional parameter estimates are fairly robust, the item parameter estimates are slightly more sensitive to the misspecification of the ability distribution, especially when the underlying ability distribution is highly skewed.
Introduction
The latent ability distribution is a fundamental concept in item response theory (IRT) and plays an important role in the field of educational testing. For example, in the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) reporting, the basic characteristics of the latent ability distribution, such as mean, standard deviation, and quantiles, are utilized to monitor changes in students' achievements over time.
Usually, a normal distribution is assumed for the latent ability for several reasons. One reason is that for a normal distribution, the first two moments (mean and standard deviation) are sufficient to describe the entire distribution. Although it is true that we can assume any distributional form for the latent ability because of its latency, a normal distribution is the simplest and most convenient one to use. However, one wonders what will happen when the population is composed of seemingly different subgroups. An available example is the NAEP assessment. The representative student sample that takes the NAEP assessment includes students from different races and ethnicities and socioeconomic statuses (SES). Historically, race-ethnicity and SES have often been regarded as important factors affecting academic performance. Thus the so-called NAEP population might follow a distribution that deviates from a normal distribution.
Consequently, this situation calls for other forms of distributions for the latent ability.
Calibration of item response model item parameters and the ability distribution has been, and will remain, an active research area in the educational testing field. It is well known that the parameters in traditional IRT models, such as the one-, two-, or three-parameter logistic model, are not identifiable without certain constraints. Consequently, much research and practice in calibration focus on fixing the latent ability distribution. For example, a standard normal distribution is usually assumed for the latent ability random variable. Such practice can be found in computer programs such as BILOG (Mislevy & Bock, 1991) and PARSCALE (Muraki & Bock, 2003) . Conversely, there is research in which simultaneous estimation of both the item parameters and the distributional parameters is emphasized, in which the constraints are imposed on the item parameters. For instance, Sanathanan and Blumenthal (1978) used a form of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) to obtain estimates for the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960) , by which the latent ability is treated as a random sample from a normal distribution with unknown mean and variance. Rigdon and Tsutakawa (1983) proposed using a computationally simpler modification of the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of the Rasch model, by which the latent ability was also treated as a normal distribution with unknown mean and variance. For the two-parameter probit model, Bock and Aitkin (1981) proposed approximating the prior distribution of the latent ability by a discrete distribution over a finite number of ability levels and using the EM algorithm to estimate the item parameters. In addition, some nonparametric or semiparametric methods were applied to estimate the item parameters when the latent ability distribution was allowed to be nonnormally distributed (Bouezmarni, Rijman, & De Boeck, 2008; Heinen, 1996; Laird, 1978; Lindsay, Clogg, & Grego, 1991; Molenberghs & Verbeke, 2005; Woods & Thissen, 2004) . Although these methods have been successfully implemented in many software packages, some distributional parameters, such as quantiles, may be difficult to estimate using discrete levels of the ability distribution because of the noncontinuity of the approximation (Aitkin & Aitkin, 2004) .
In this report, we discuss the parameter estimates for the Rasch model and for the two-parameter logistic (2PL; Lord & Novick, 1968) model, in which the extended form of the EM algorithm of Rigdon and Tsutakawa (1983) is applied. In the models illustrated in this report, the latent ability distribution is treated as either a normal distribution with unknown mean and variance or a generalized skew normal distribution with unknown location, scale, and skewness. The primary goals of this paper are to (a) discuss the applicability of the EM algorithm in the case where a distribution other than the normal distribution was assumed for the latent ability, (b) check the stability of item parameter estimates across different ability distribution assumptions, and (c) check the stability of ability inference, such as the mean, standard deviation, and quantiles, across different ability distribution assumptions.
The report is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the generalized skew normal distribution. This is followed by the algorithm to estimate the parameters of the mixed Rasch model and mixed 2PL model in section 3. A simulation study is conducted in section 4, and results are summarized in section 5. Section 6 provides a brief conclusion and discussion.
Generalized Skew Normal Distribution
The generalized skew normal (GSN) distribution, a special form of the generalized skew elliptical (GSE) distribution (Ma, Genton, & Tsiatis, 2005) , will be used in fitting the ability distribution in the Rasch and 2PL models. The density of a random variable with a GSN distribution is defined through a normal distribution and a skewing function, as follows:
where ϕ(·) is the probability density function of a standard normal distribution, the function
, and π is a continuous function. We refer to π as the skewing function. This distribution can be simplified to the skewed normal (SN) distribution (Azzalini & Dalla Valle, 1996) if the skewing function π takes the form of the cumulative normal distribution:
It is noticed that the function π in (1) is a semiparametric function because its form is unknown. In estimation, the function π is approximated by functions that satisfy π(θ)+π(−θ) = 1.
In fact, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of any symmetric distribution could be a candidate for this function. Certainly we would select a CDF that is computationally easy to handle. In this report, we approximate the skewing function by
where H is the logit link function (i.e., H(θ) = 1/[1 + exp(−θ)]) and P K is an odd polynomial function of order K. One may wonder why the logit link function is chosen instead of the CDF of a normal distribution. This choice is mainly due to the fact that the normal CDF does not have a mathematical form, whereas the logit link function does. A polynomial of order 3 (K = 3) was used in this study because research (Genton, 2004) has shown that K = 3 is sufficient to capture the features of the most commonly used distributions up to three modes.
Estimation of Mixed Models
The extended EM algorithm used by Rigdon and Tsutakawa (1983) was applied in this study to simultaneously estimate item parameters and distributional ability parameters in the mixed Rasch and 2PL models. Consider J items with item parameters β = (β 1 , . . . , β J ) and a random sample of N subjects with real-value ability parameters θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ N ) selected from a prior distribution indexed by a parameter vector γ. Given (β, γ), the joint distribution of response vector y and θ is
where p(θ|γ) is the prior probability density function (pdf) of θ with unknown parameters γ.
Moreover, the posterior distribution of θ, given (β, γ), is
We consider a set of estimates of (β, γ) that maximizes the marginal likelihood function
These estimates can be obtained from an extended EM algorithm. The extended EM algorithm starts with some provisional estimates (β 0 , γ 0 ) of (β, γ) and finds the value of (β, γ) iteratively, which maximizes
Equation (7) can be written as
where i is the index for subjects and j is the index for items. One can note that the estimation of γ involves only the first component of (7), and the maximization with respect to β is concerned with the second series only. One may estimate β in component-wise manner using only a single series over i in the double series.
As usual, the parameter estimates for (β, γ) can be obtained by taking the first derivative of the log-likelihood in (7). The β consists of item difficulty parameters in the Rasch model or item difficulty and discrimination parameters in the 2PL model. If the latent ability is treated as a normal distribution, the γ includes the mean and variance of a normal distribution. Conversely, it includes the location, scale, and skewness parameters if a GSN distribution is instead assumed for the latent ability distribution.
When the latent ability distribution is treated as normally distributed, the estimates of the mean (denoted as µ) and variance (indexed by σ 2 ) of the normal distribution are updated by the following:
where (β (t) , µ (t) , σ 2(t) ) are the estimates from the previous iteration.
When the ability distribution is assumed to follow a GSN distribution in estimation, the estimates of the location (denoted as µ) and scale (indexed by σ) are updated by an extended form of the regular asymptotically linear (RAL) estimator proposed by Ma et al. (2005) . In particular, they are the values of (µ, σ) that solve the following two nonlinear equations:
whereα is the estimate of the parameters used in the approximation of the skewing function π(·).
For the derivation of the preceding nonlinear equations, the reader is referred to Xu (2007) .
The estimates of the item parameter b j in the Rasch model,
can be updated by solving the equation
The estimates of the item parameters a j and b j in the 2PL model,
can be updated by solving the following normal equations:
Owing to the nonidentifiability of the parameters in the Rasch and 2PL models, certain constraints have to be imposed to obtain unique estimates. For the Rasch model, the constraint 
Simulation Study
In this section, we discuss the estimates of both item parameters and the distributional ability parameters under different latent ability assumptions via simulation study. These data were generated from the Rasch model and from the 2PL model with sets of item parameters and different ability distributions (i.e., normal distribution and SN distribution). A complete factorial design was used in this study, in which two factors were considered. One was the ability-generating distribution, and the other was the ability-fitting distribution. The data sets generated from a normal distribution were calibrated by employing both normal and GSN distributions. Likewise, the data sets generated from a SN distribution were estimated by both normal and GSN distributions. Sixty replications were conducted for each of the four scenarios.
The results are the summary of these 60 replications for each case.
The item difficulty parameters of both the Rasch and 2PL models were generated from a standard normal distribution, and the item discrimination parameters in the 2PL model were generated from a uniform distribution U (0.5, 2.5). The sets of J = 30 items were applied to groups of N = 1, 000 hypothetical subjects whose ability values were chosen randomly from either a normal distribution with fixed mean and variance or a SN distribution with fixed location, estimates from using a GSN to fit the data, whereas the black line represents the estimates from using a normal distribution to fit the data. One can observe that for the data generated from either the N (−0.5, 1) or SN (−0.5, 1, −1) distributions, the use of a normal distribution or a GSN has little effect on recovery of the true values of the quantiles. However, Figure 7 shows that for the data generated from an extreme skewed distribution, such as SN (−0.5, 1, −3), the use of a normal distribution as a fitting distribution does not perform as well as using a GSN distribution in terms of quantile recovery. This can be explained by how well a generating distribution can be approximated by a normal distribution. To be more specific, the SN (−0.5, 1, −1) was approximated well by N (−1.06, 0.68 2 ) with small error (3.6 −4 ); however, the generating distribution SN (−0.5, 1, −3) was so skewed that it could not be approximated by a normal distribution to a satisfactory level. Conversely, the GSN is flexible enough to recover the quantiles of this extremely skewed distribution. Figure 12 shows the quantile recovery when the data are generated from N (−0.5, 1), whereas in Figure 13 , the data are generated from SN (−0.5, 1, −1). The dashed line in each figure represents the symmetric line on which the estimates and true values coincide. The red line stands for the recovery from using GSN as the fitting distribution, whereas the black line represents the recovery from using a normal distribution. When using a GSN distribution to fit the data, the quantile recovery at both tails (such as 0.1, 0.25, and 0.9) is satisfactory, whereas the quantiles 0.5 and 0.75 deviate slightly from the true values. When using a normal distribution to fit the data, the quantiles are recovered satisfactorily when the data are also generated from a normal distribution. Conversely, if the data are generated from a skewed normal distribution, the recovery of the quantiles at the middle positions deviates slightly from the true values. The results imply that the misspecification of the latent ability distribution has a slight or no effect on the quantile recoveries when the true latent ability is not extremely skewed. We did not report the results for the data generated from the extremely skewed distribution owing to a computational difficulty; however, it is expected that the recovery of the quantiles at the low and high tails of this distribution will be better than the recovery of the quantiles in the middle positions.
Results

Rasch Model
Discussion and Conclusion
Since latent ability plays an important role in the IRT modeling framework, researchers and practitioners always have the tendency to justify the latent ability distribution. The primary goal of this report was to discuss the effects of the latent ability distribution on the estimates of the item parameters as well as on the estimates of the ability distributional statistics.
An extended form of the EM algorithm used by Rigdon and Tsutakawa (1983) was applied in fitting the mixed Rasch and 2PL models when both item parameters and distributional parameters were estimated simultaneously. A simulation study was used to illustrate the performance of this algorithm and to check the stability of parameter estimates across different simulation scenarios. The responses of 1,000 simulated examinees on 30 items were generated either from a Rasch model or a 2PL model. The latent ability of each simulated examinee is generated either from a normal distribution or a SN distribution. The fitting distribution of the latent ability was either a normal distribution or a GSN distribution.
For the Rasch model, the item parameter estimates and the ability distributional statistics (including mean, variance, and the quantiles) are similar in all conditions. Even the estimation errors for these statistics are similar in all conditions. For the 2PL model, the item parameter estimates and the ability distributional estimates are similar to each other for all situations; however, the SEs of the item parameter estimates are slightly larger when the data are generated from a SN distribution than when the data are generated from a normal distribution. This can be seen by comparing Figure 8 with Figure On the basis of the results of this study, we gain confidence in using a normal distribution to fit the mixed Rasch and 2PL models. In fact, there are several advantages to using a normal distribution over other distributions such as a log-cubical distribution (Aitkin & Aitkin, 2004) or a GSN (Ma et al.,2005) . First, a normal distribution uses fewer parameters, which will benefit the estimation accuracy of the parameters. Second, a wide range of thin-tail distributions with slight skewness can be well approximated by a normal distribution. For example, in our study, the distribution SN (−0.5, 1, −1) was well approximated by a normal distribution with mean −1.064 and variance 0.682 with error 3.6e − 4. A GSN distribution is more desirable than a normal distribution when the latent ability is extremely skewed such as SN (−0.5, 1, −3). However, it is rare to encounter severe skewness for the latent ability distribution in practice. Moreover, the possible large skewness of the latent ability distribution can be reduced by developing a test to cover a wide range of item difficulties and item discriminations.
All the latent ability distributions discussed in this report are unimodal. The GSN distribution might have an advantages over the normal distribution in the case where the latent ability distribution is a multimodal distribution. Future research can be conducted along these lines.
